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Dynamic buckling of actin within filopodia

Natascha Leijnse, Lene B Oddershede, and Poul M Bendix*
Niels Bohr Institute; University of Copenhagen; Copenhagen, Denmark

Filopodia are active tubular structures protruding from the cell surface which allow the cell to sense and interact with the surrounding environment through repetitive elongation-retraction cycles. The mechanical behavior of filopodia has been studied by measuring the traction forces exerted on external substrates. These studies have revealed that internal actin flow can transduce a force across the cell surface through transmembrane linkers like integrins. In addition to the elongation-retraction behavior filopodia also exhibit a buckling and rotational behavior. Filopodial buckling in conjunction with rotation enables the cell to explore a much larger 3-dimensional space and allows for more complex, and possibly stronger, interactions with the external environment. Here we focus on how bending of the filopodial actin dynamically correlates with pulling on an optically trapped microsphere which acts like an external substrate attached to the filopodial tip. There is a clear correlation between presence of actin near the tip and exertion of a traction force, thus demonstrating that the traction force is transduced along the actin shaft inside the filopodium. By extending a filopodium and holding it while measuring the cellular response, we also monitor and analyze the waiting times for the first buckle observed in the fluorescently labeled actin shaft.

Actin rich tubular structures like invadopodia, filopodia and podosomes are frequently observed on the cell surface of a number of different cell types. Common to these structures is that they facilitate direct intercellular communication as well as cellular interactions with the extracellular matrix. Filopodia are present in a large number of cell types and are highly dynamic. They are found at the tip of neurons and are responsible for steering the neuronal growth by sensing and responding to chemical cues from the environment. Embryonic cells use filopodia for long range intercellular communication as well as in morphogenetic processes like compaction of the early embryo which is an essential step in mammalian development. Filopodia also play essential roles in fibroblasts and endothelial cells during intercellular interactions and cellular migration. Cancer cells employ filopodia or filopodia-like structures during migration to facilitate efficient invasion of external tissue. Finally, an interesting example of filopodia function can be found in macrophages which have been shown to exhibit complex interactions with foreign objects like bacteria adherent on flat substrates or 3 dimensionally trapped dielectric particles.

Filopodial rotation and bending are frequently observed, but these phenomena are poorly studied and their biological functions are not well understood. Rotational behavior has been detected in macrophages, neuronal cells and HEK293 cells, but it is unclear whether this rotational behavior is a generic property of filopodia in all cell types. Detection of rotational behavior is easier when the filopodia exhibit a kink large enough to be visible, e.g., in a confocal microscope and the studies which have reported rotational behavior of filopodia have also reported simultaneous buckling. Therefore, rotation of the actin shaft (the visible part of the actin) within the filopodial membrane tube could well be a generic property of all filopodia which first becomes visible by microscopy during buckling. However, buckling and rotation were shown to be coupled, in HEK293 cells, since rotation of the internal actin shaft induced...
buckling through a friction mechanism between the actin shaft and the filopodial membrane. By extending filopodia a few micrometers, and simultaneously visualizing the actin, we show here that frequent buckles appear on the actin shaft as shown in Figure 1A. Initially, the actin appears straight, but after a certain waiting time (see Fig. 1B) buckles start to appear as shown in Fig. 1A. Extension of the filopodial membrane is accompanied with extension and retraction of the visible part of the actin. Extension of the actin to the tip region results in transient pulling events which are frequently observed in such experiments. We visualized the fluorescently labeled actin inside filopodia while simultaneously measuring the force exerted by the cell on the optically trapped bead attached to the filopodial membrane. The combined optical tweezers and confocal microscope used for this study is described in. Quantification of the intensity of actin at the tip region revealed a clear correlation between the presence of actin and the generation of a force on the trapped particle. By calibrating the optical trap we were able to quantify the force while also visualizing and quantifying the actin signal in a region which includes the filopodial tip. As shown in Figure 1C, the force (blue curve) correlates strongly with the actin intensity (green curve) at the times when the force exhibits abrupt changes (see arrows). We also note that occasional non-correlative behavior can be seen, this seems mainly to occur when the actin is slowly polymerizing toward the tip.

Interestingly, there is a correlation between buckling and pulling, this is visible in Figure 1A. At $t = 340$ s the cell pulled on the trapped bead which consequently moved toward the cell and at $t = 480$ s we observe a relaxation of the force (bead moves away from the cell) with a concomitant increase of the curvature of the actin shaft (increased buckling). This strongly suggests that bending is not caused by compressive buckling which has been proposed as a mechanism for helical buckling in free filopodia experiencing an axial compressive tension from the membrane. We held the membrane with the optically trapped bead and thereby exerted axial tension to the actin shaft just prior to an increase in buckling. This intrinsic tendency of the filopodium to buckle against an external load indicates that the structure of the filopodium is not just a straight rod composed of a parallel bundle of actin filaments. Interestingly, and in accordance with this, recent cryo-electron microscopy images have revealed discontinuous structures of actin in filopodia which could more easily favor a bent structure and lower the bending energy. Actin filaments in HEK293 cells are cross-linked by fascin which provides rigidity to the structure, but also flexibility through its dynamic association with the actin filaments.

![Figure 1. Dynamics of actin inside a filopodium extended from a HEK293 cell. (A) Fluorescent images of actin within a filopodium extended and held by an optically trapped bead. The snapshots are taken at different times during one experiment where the actin exhibits different degrees of bending and pulling. Pulling was detected as a downward movement of the bead (toward the cell and away from the optical trap). The last image to the right is an overlay of all the other images. Scale bar, 5 μm. (B) Statistics of the waiting times for the first buckle to occur on filopodia that are extended by the optical trap, $N = 43$ buckles. The inset shows the waiting times after which additional buckles occurred (second, third, ...) $N = 52$ buckles. Up to 6 buckles could be observed in a single filopodium during a measurement period of ~10 min. Only clearly resolved and isolated buckles were counted and the uncertainty in determining the buckling time from the image series was ~3 s. (C) Correlation between the force on the trapped bead and the actin intensity at the tip region. Rapid drops in the force (blue curve) were associated with rapid decreases in the actin intensity (green curve). Yellow arrows denote correlative events at which the force drops rapidly with associated decrease in actin signal.](https://example.com/figure1.png)
of fascin has been measured to be $k_{\text{eff}} = 0.12 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ and has been shown to allow for a gradual and slow deformation of the structure to occur by dynamic cross-linking of the actin filaments. Moreover, actin severing proteins like cofilin and gelolin have been associated with destabilization of retracting filopodia and might play a role in the bending of actin. In Ref. 2 it was shown how a physical mechanism could contribute to buckling of the actin. The mechanism is based on torsional twist accumulated within the actin structure during rotation of the actin within the filopodial membrane. Friction between the membrane and the actin (from, e.g., transmembrane proteins linked to actin) causes actin to twist which subsequently is converted into actin buckling. Moreover, this mechanism can explain the traction which can occur simultaneously with actin buckling.

The waiting time before onset of the first buckle and the periodicity of the buckles in the actin shaft showed great variations as presented in Figure 1B. We observed the first buckle on a single shaft typically within ca. 100 s after extending the filopodium to $\sim 10 \, \mu\text{m}$, only about 15% of the first buckles appeared later. Additional buckles on a single shaft were also frequently observed as shown in the inset of Fig. 1B. Up to 6 buckles could be detected on the same shaft while keeping the filopodium extended for $\sim 10$ min. Filopodia which are extended by an optically trapped bead at their tip are presumed filopodia to be compliant substrates. Science 2008; 322:1687-91; PMID:19074349
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